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We show that the Type-II conjecture for finite monoids can be reduced to the case that M is 
a block group (i.e. the regular &‘-classes J are such that Jo is inverse or, equivalently inverses, 
when they exist, are unique). 
Using this reduction theorem together with the exposition of Tilson, we give simpler proofs of 
one of the main theorems of Birget, Margolis and Rhodes. In fact, we prove (assuming the 
theorem of Ash) that M,,, =& if Mtr, is regular (the result of Birget, Margolis and Rhodes) or, 
more generally, if II, 12 are ideals of Mtt, implies It I,=Z,I,, e.g. Mu commutative, or, if the 
regular elements of Mtr form a submonoid and for every m E M~IS the left and right activators 
are equal. Hence in these cases Mtt is proved computable (by showing Mtt =Mn). 
We also give a simple proof of Pin’s theorem that his topological conjecture implies 
Mu=&. 
In a succeeding paper we use the reduction theorem to prove MnS=A4n when M is$-trivial or, 
more generally, when Mrr, contains all the regular elements of M. 
The Type-II conjecture (that Mrt,=Mrr) is still open. Our present opinions are given in the 
following introduction. 
0. Introduction 
Our approach is to consider the monad (see [ll, 181) pi,(M), the pointlike 
subsets of A4 with respect to the pseudo-variety G of finite groups, or plot,,(M) 
with G-tor all finitely generated torsion groups. Here XE plo(M) iff 0 #XC M and 
for every finite group G and every R, RsMxG (5 denotes subdirect product), 
there exists g E G so that Xx {g} c R. Then 
where P(M) is the set of all non-empty subsets of h4 under multiplication 
X,*X2=(x,.x2: xt~Xt, x2~X2}. [M]={(m): REM}. plc(*) has all the usual 
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functorial properties of a monad. See [ll]. It is easy to verify by ‘compactness’, 
since A4 is finite, that there exists a finite group G and RsMx G so that 
plo(M)={O#XCR-l(g): gEG). See [18]. 
Let Rn+‘(M) = &P”(M)) for n 2 1. Then U: P2(A4) -H P(M) with U{X,, . . . ,X,} = 
X, U **a UX, is a surmorphism, the ‘union map’. This induces the surmorphism 
U: plo(p1, (A4)) -+ plo(M). Our idea is to find ‘elementary-computable’ members 
of plo(pl,(M)), and then to apply CT to get ‘higher-order’ members of pi,(M). 
Then either we obtain better lower bounds (i.e. new ‘higher-order’ members of 
pi,(M) we can construct) or we prove a closure property (i.e. the ‘higher-order’ 
members are not new). In this paper we obtain a closure property, proved in Section 
1 and reformulated as a reduction theorem in Section 2. In Sections 3 and 4 this 
reduction theorem is applied. 
Let Mn.tor be the Type-II monoid with respect o torsion groups (i.e. m E MI1_tor 
iff for every finitely generated torsion group T and for every R IMX T, (m, 1) E R). 
Then 
MI,, 5 WI-tar 5 WI 
is proved in Sections 1 and 2. Hence by [18] or [22] any of these submonoids inter- 
sected with any regular &?-class J of A4 are equal. We believe the following: 
Conjecture 0.1. MI,, = A~,I_~~~. 
If Pin’s topological conjecture [14] is true for the torsion group topology, then 
0.1 follows. This seems plausible. More about this in Section 3. 
If the finite identity problem for finite groups is undecidable, then Mt,_o(,), i.e. 
M,, with respect to the pseudo-variety of finite groups satisfying the fixed finite 
number of equations E, is undecidable (see [l]). This gives the following: 
Conjecture 0.2. There exists a finite number of equations E such that MII_G(E) is 
undecidable. 
We believe the following: 
Conjecture 0.3. MI, is not decidable. 
The word problem for finite groups is undecidable, see [21]. This means there 
exist fixed words oi, . . . , co,, so that given any word o it is not decidable if o#l in 
a finite group G such that wt = 1, . . . , co,, = 1 in G. Things like this make us con- 
jecture 0.3. 
Tilson’s [22], Margolis and Pin’s [12] and Pin’s recent writings on Type-II in- 
fluenced this paper. 
The Type-II pointlike conjecture (6) and the 1iftabIe k-tupIe problem for finite 
inverse monoids (Open problem 5.5) are interesting problems. (Members of Mu are 
the liftable 1-tuples.) 
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1. Constructible pointlike sets 
In this section we define a constructible (i.e. definable) submonoid of pi,(M) 
(see the Section 0) and prove an interesting closure property, Proposition 1.3. 
Definition 1.1. Let A4 be a finite monoid. For ease of notation let IEM,,, (see [lo] 
or [22] or [15] for definitions of A4,, where MI,, is denoted by Mn,, A4, and D(M) 
respectively, in these three quoted references). 
For ease of printing we also denote M,,, by (M),,, as in (M,),,,; also (MI)n, etc. 
Let const-plG(M) be the submonoid of P(M) consisting of non-empty subsets of 
Irn,Im,Im, I...ImkI for m,,...,mkEA4. 
Remark 1.2. (a) [A41 I const-pi,(M) I plG,,,(M) 5 plG (M) I P(M). 
Proof. Using the proofs of [22] it follows that Mu~=I~plG,,,(M). The remainder 
follows easily. Also see [8]. q 
We next prove a remarkable closure property of const-pi,(M). See Section 0 and 
Remark 1.5. 
Proposition 1.3. Let E2 = E E const-PIG(M). Then E G M,,,. 
Corollary 1.4. MI,, is the union of the idempotents of const-PIG(M). 
Proof. We prove Proposition 1.3 by induction on the&‘-classes of E starting at the 
top and working down. 
Basis case. A maximal g-class J of E is regular, since E2 = E. Now since 
JeplG(M), it follows easily from [22] that the relation = of [22] on the regular 
%-class R of J is trivial (all elements related) and dually, so JGM,,,. 
We now proceed by induction, from the top down theg-classes of E, under the 
$ order in E to prove the proposition. Let J be given and assume all $-classes 
strictly above are subsets of MI,,. 
Case I. J is regular. We proceed as in the basis case. 
Case II. J=N is null and N is generated from above, i.e. ({xeE: x>~ J}) 2 N. 
Then by induction N c M,,, . 
Case III. J= N is null and isolated meaning not Case II, i.e. N is null and is not 
generated from above. In this case for every j E N there exists j, EN, t1 E E, II >g N 
so thatj=j,t, orj=tlj,. Because E=E2 we havej=x1x2, x,,x~EE. x1,x2not both 
in N since N is null. Also x1,x2 are not both strictly above, since in this case j 
would be generated from above and hence by using right and left activators (Propo- 
sition 3.11) the entireg-class N would be generated from above, contradicting the 
assumed Case III. 
Say j = j, Cl, so tl E E right activates N. Hence by Proposition 3.1 l(b), there exists 
e2 = e E E such that je = j. 
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Now assume E c Is, ZszZs~Z -1. Zs,,Z. We take n = 3 to simplify the notation. The 
general case is similar. 
Hence 
je=j; 
e = ilsli2s2i3s3i4 with s~,s~,s~EM and il,i2,i3,i4EI; (1) 
7 T 
j = 11~112~2T3~3?4 with ~~,T~,G,F~EZ. 
Now if e2 = e and e =x,x2x3, then (x2,x3ex,) is a basic conjugate pair (meaning 
for (a;p), that apa = a or /la/3 =/3) because (x3exl)x2(x3exl) =x3exlx2x3exl = 
x3 e3x1 =x3 exl . Hence 
(s,, i2S2i3S3i4eil), 
(s2,i3s3i4eilsli2), 
(s3, i4ei,sl i2s2i3) are all basic conjugate pairs. 
Now 
j=je=je5=Ts7sTsTeisisisieisisisie. 1122334 1122334 1122334 
But now using Lemma 1.3 of [22] we have 
j EN, iEM,,, and jie N implies there exists i’ such that 
jii’= j and i’ii’= i’. By the proof of 1.1 in [22] i E MI, im- 




Hence using (4) and (5) we find 
j = (~>s,<~>s,<~3>s3(~4ei4) 
.i4eilsli2s2i3(i;)i3s3i4ei,sli2(i~)i2s2i3s3i4ei,i; 
but clearly using (2) this shows jEZ’. This proves Proposition 1.3. 0 
Remark 1.5. (a) It is not difficult to verify that plo(M) and plo_,,,(M) satisfy Prop- 
osition 1.3 (meaning E2 = E E pi,(M) implies E c (AJZ),~, and E2 = E E ~lo_~,,(M) 
implies E c_ (M)II_,,,). 
(b) const-pi,(M) is not the ‘best’ guess for PI,(M). Examples exist where 
pi,(M) is larger! For example, consider the submonoid of SIS(4), not an inverse 
monoid, generated by all elements of rank I 1 and t with t sending 1 -+ 2 -+ 3 + 4, 
(4)t undefined. However, the ‘best’ guess for plo(M) is plo(M)-const which by 
definition is all non-empty subsets Zmr’Z.-- ZrnpZ..- ZmFZ with Z=Mi,, and Ej = + 1 
with m’=m and m-l= i(m)= (aEM: ama=a}. If X~M, define i(X)= U {i(x): 
XEX}. Then argument (4) shows i(M,,) L MI,, and i(M,,,) c (MII,) or in other 
notation, i(Z) c I. Let E denote the idempotents of M. For A, B CM, i(A -iI) C 
Ei(B)i(A). This is proved in the following manner. 
If xabx = a, then xabb’a’= x by using (twice) Lemma 1.3 of [22] with WE i(b) and 
a’E i(a). But xab=(xab)2 so i(A -B) C Ei(B)i(A). This proves the claim. By 
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induction, it is easy to verify that i(Zmy’Z-** ZmFZ) c Zm,“kZ*-- Zm,“Z using 
i((im)) c EmE, so pi,(M)-const is closed under applying the operator i. Further, 
by using the proof of Proposition 1.1 of [22], if X~pld(M), then i(X) E pi,(M), 
so plo(M)-const C pi,(M). 
The proof of Proposition 1.3 shows E2=E ~pl(M)~-const implies E CMIIT, by 
noting in (2) if the right-hand member is S, Ed, then the left-hand side is a 
member of Es,E, since i(i(si)) c Es; E. Hence we keep to the simpler const-plo(A4) 
in this paper. 
(c) However, the Type-II pointlike conjecture is the following: 
For all finite monoids M, plo(M)-construct = pi,(M). (6) 
We know c holds. By the last paragraph of (b) above, (6) implies Mn=Mrr since 
both can be characterized, respectively, as the union of the idempotent point-likes. 
2. Large pointlikes 
Definition 2.1. Let A4 be a finite monoid. For notational ease let M,,,=Z. Let rii, 
the large pointlikes of const-pld(M), be the submonoid of P(M) generated by 
{ZmZ: m EM}. Hence 
A?= {Zm,Zm2Z~~~Zm,Z: ,, . .. . mkeA4} 5 P(M). 
Hence &f is contained in the local submonoid of const-plo(M) given by the idem- 
potent ZE const-pl, (M). 
Note the c maximal members of const-plo(M) lie in ii% but these need not form 
a submonoid. Ml P(M), but ii? is not necessarily closed under taking non-empty 
subsets. 
Lemma 2.2 (Key property of nsi). Zf XE(M)~~,, so XC M, then XC (AI),,,. (Note 
we are not asserting the converse.) 
Proof. If X= E= E2, the lemma follows from the closure property (Proposition 
1.3). 
If Xj E (rii),,, and Xi c (M),,, for j = 1,2, then trivially Xi X2 c (M)rr,. 
If XC (M),,,andA, B~Mwith ABA =A thenAXB=ABAXB. But A =ZX,Z for 
some X,cM and Z2=Z, so AX=ZX,(ZX)CZX,Z=A, so AXB=ABAXBL 
ABAB =AB c Z with the last step by Proposition 1.3. Now the lemma follows from 
the definition of (A%)rr,. 0 
3. Applying i@ 
Notation 3.1. i@ is the monoid defined in Section 2 with generators {ZmZ: m EM}. 
By a slight abuse of notation we write this (A?Z,M). 
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Remark 3.2. See 3.15 for examples of &F. 
To obtain interesting consequences of Remark 3.2 we set up a ‘natural’ relational 
morphism between A4 and A? as follows. 
Definition 3.3. Let R : M+ i@ be the relational morphism generated by {(m, ZmZ): 
mEM}. Hence R<MxZi?Z with (m,m)ER iff there exists m,,...,mkEM with 
m=m,,..., mk and rrr =Zm,Z. Zm,Z. ... ’ zmkz. Note P,(R) =M. 
Fact 3.4. (a) R : M + i@ satisfies R -l((%Z),,C) I MI,, . 
(b) Zf a : Ml --f M2 is a relational morphism (i.e. a 5 Ml x M2 and p, (a) = Ml) and 
a-‘((M&) I (Ml)II,, and if o : M2 + G is a relational morphism such that o-‘(l) I 
(M&, then oa : MI -+ G is a relational morphism satisfying (ma)-‘(1) I MI),,,. 
Proof. (a) 1 EZ so (m, m) E R implies m emi. But Lemma 2.2 says A l &%n, implies 
m c I, so m E I. This proves (a). 
(b) is trivial. 0 
Corollary 3.5 (The Reduction Theorem for the Type-II conjecture). To prove 
MI,,= M,, it suffices to prove (n;i),, c_ P(Z), i.e. to find a relational morphism 
@ : &!- G such that X E c#-’ (1) implies XC I. Specializing, if (ii?& = (i@),, , then 
(M),,, = MI,. 0 
We now turn to listing some interesting properties of m. Tilson [22] shows the 
importance of the relative a-relation on Zi? with respect to (M),,,, i.e. r?i, = I%, iff 
there exists 7,,rz~(A&, such that r?i,7t =I?$, ?QTz=ml. 
Proposition 3.6. The relative .%-relation of A?l with respect o (Zi?f)I1~ is the identical 
relation. The same result holds for 2? and $. 
Proof. We use Lemma 2.2. Assume (M),,,=Z, ml =ZX,Z and m22 =ZX,Z are 
members of Ii?l and Z1,Z2~ (&!l)t,, and m,Z, = rFzz and #r2Z2= I%,. By Lemma 2.2, 
Z,,Z2c MIIC so m2=ZX2Z=ZX,ZZl cZX,Z=~, since ZZ, CZZlcZ so fi,C r?ir. Similarly 
ni,cm, so m,=i&. 
Dually for 9. Since ,$= 97 for relative relations, alsd for $. 0 
Corollary 3.7. The map (not necessarily a morphism) of liiinto h?, rii + ZmZ (where 
Z= (&?),,,) is one-to-one. See Remark 4.10(c). 0 
Proposition 3.6 will say ji% is a BG or block group. See [12]. M is a block group 
iff the regularg-classes .Z of M are such that Jo is inverse. In [16] ‘half BG’s’ were 
considered, namely R, semigroups; BG iff RI and L1, while BG’s were investigated 
in [12]. 
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Proposition 3.8 (Equivalent formulations of BG). The following are equivalent: 
(a) The relative PA? and zZ? or g relations of M with respect to Ml,, (M),,, or 
IG(M) are the identical relation. 
(b) M is a BG. 
(c) MI1 or IG(M) are$-trivial. 
(d) ef = el, ei = e2 and el e2 regular implies e, e2 = e2e1 = (e, e2)2. 
(e) For every s E M and e2 = e E M, ese = e implies es = e = se. 
(f) For every e, f E M, e2 = e, f 2 = f, efe = e implies ef = e = fe. 
Let xw denote the unique idempotent among the powers of x. 
(g) For x, y E M, (x”yY’ = ( yxwY’. 
(h) For x, y EM, (x~Y~)~ = ( Y~x~)~. 
(i) For x, y EM, (x~Y~)~x~ = (x~Y~)~ = yw(xwyw)w. 
(j) ME JmG = J-‘G where m is the Malcev product closed to be a pseudo- 
variety, G is the pseudo-variety of finite groups, J is the pseudo-variety of g-trivial 
monoids. 
Proof. In [12], (b) and (c) for IG(M), (e), (f), (g), (h), (i) and (j) are all proved 
equivalent. Term these equivalent statements (Y. Trivially (a) implies (c) for the cor- 
responding M,,, etc., and hence for IG(M), this last being equivalent to a. 
Easily (c) for IG(M) implies (d) since e, e2 regular in g-trivial implies (et e2)2 = 
et e2 implies e2el gel e2 implies e2e1 = el e2. 
Also (d) implies (b), since not (b) implies the following or its dual; there exists 
ef=e,, ei=e,, e, fez, e,e2=e2, e2el =e, which implies not (d). 
Also (b) implies (a) for M,,. For a regular %-class R of M we can consider 
(R, M) the right partial action of M on R. Since M is a BG this action is partial one- 
to-one. By extending to permutations and taking the generated relation we find 
m EM,, acts on R as a partial identity map. Hence the g-relation on R relative to 
M,, is the identical relation. See [22, Lemma 1.51. This also shows M,, is 9?-trivial. 
For a null g-class N we consider the partial right action of M on N (N,M), as 
before, and using the right activator of [16] (see Proposition 3.11 below) we find 
again that M acts as partial one-to-one maps. Hence we can proceed as before. 
Dually for 9 and hence for$. This proves that (b) implies (a) for M,,. This proves 
Proposition 3.8. 0 
Note if M is a BG and for all m EM, ml= Im, then M=i@ under m + ImI. 
It is easy to see that (Ideals(M), *)<P(M), the monoid of ideals of M under 
multiplication is a g-trivial monoid. 
Fact 3.9. (&f)II, is isomorphic to a submonoid of (Ideals(M),,,, . ), the ideals of 
(M),,, under set multiplication. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, IXZE @Qn, implies 1x1~ 1, so IXZ is an ideal of (M),,,. 0 
Fact 3.9 plus Ash’s Theorem [2,3] yields the following interesting result: 
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Proposition 3.10. (Ideals(M), .) has commuting idempotents (IC) in the following 
progressively more general cases: 
(a) M is regular (in which case (Ideals(M), .) is a semilattice). 
(b) The regular elements of M form a submonoid and for all m EM the left acti- 
vator and the right activator of m are equal. (See Proposition 3.11.) 
Proof. (a) We first establish for ideals Zl,Z2 of M, 
M(Reg (Z, n Zz))M c I, I, c II n 12 (7) 
where Reg(X) denotes the regular elements of X. Note in (7) the order of Z, and 
Z2 can be reversed. To prove (7) note I, Z2 c I, fl Z2 is trivial and if x, y E I, fl Z2 and 
xyx=x (i.e. x is regular in I, n I,), then x=x( yx) E Z,Z2. This proves (7). Note (7) 
implies Zl n Z2 - (M Reg(Z, fl Z,)M) consists entirely of null elements of M. Also if 
Z, fl Z2 is regular (or more generally an ideal generated by regular elements), then 
I, n Z2 = I, Z, = Z2Z1. This proves (a). 
To prove (b) we need the following: 
Proposition 3.11 (The left and right activators). 
(a) Let m EM and let J(m) = J denote its g-class. Then {s EM: Js fI J+0} is a 
union of $-classes, contains a unique 5% minimal g-class, denoted RA(m), termed 
the right activator of m and RA(m) is a regular-g-class. RA(m)= J(m) iff m is 
regular. RA(m) depends only on J(m), not on m. For every n E: J, LA(n)nRA(n) 2 
J(n). 
(b) For each m EM there exists an idempotent e E RA(m) such that me = m. Con- 
sider the (not necessarily faithful) complete transformation monoids (RA(m)‘, M) 
and (RA(e)‘,M). Let 6’ : RA(e)’ + RA(m)’ be defined by e(x) = 0 iff x= 0 and 
B(s) = ms. Then 8 is well defined and onto and (6, id) is a surmorphism of these com- 
plete transformation monoids. Hence if sI, s2 E RA(e) and l?(s,) = e(s,), then s1 and 
s2 are ‘skeleton attached ‘, i.e. for every s E M, s,s E RA(e) iff s2s E RA(e). Hence if 
J(e)’ is inverse (e.g. M a BG), then 6 is a one-to-one and onto map. 
(c) Let m EM. Consider /I = {r: r E M is regular and r zp m}. Let y be the I, 
minimal members of p. Then for every rE y, J(r) =RA(m). Further, for rE y the 
S??-corridor [ , m], = {x E M: r 2, x Q m> contains no regular elements except .9(r) 
and for all XE [r, ml,, RA(x) = RA(m) = RA(r) = J(r). 
(Caution: It is possible for RA(m) >$ J>$ J(m) with J a regular &?-class. See 
Example 3.15 (c).) 
Proof. (a) See [16]; (b) see [16]. 
(c) By (b), there exists e2 = e E RA(m) with me = m. Let h E y. Then there exists 
hgf E y and f 2=f. Now there exists z so that d= h and there exists k so that 
m=kh.Hencem=k~somf=f.Hencefl,ef1~esincemef=mandeERA(m). 
Hence ef%e so ef is regular, so since f E y, fL??ef$e. Hence J(f) = J(e) = RA(m). 
The rest is similar. 0 
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We next show the following: 
Lemma 3.12. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For every m EM, RA(m) = LA(m). 
(b) For every null element n EM and for every regular element r E M n S$ r im- 
plies there exists a regular r’ so that n ~a r’ sba r; and the dual. 
Proof. (a) implies (b). Suppose n S$ r with n null and r regular. There exist e2 = e, 
re = r, e9?r. Also there exists x, y EM so that n =xry, so n I xr I~ (P)~ = P E LA(xr) = 
RA(xr) ~~e91-, since xre=xr. Hence n 5% ~5~ r. Also the dual. 
(b) implies (a). n sp e = e2 E RA(n) so there exists r’ regular so that n 5% r’sg e E 
RA(n). Since r’ is regular there exists e’=(eo2, e’r’=r’, e’.%‘r’. Also there exists g 
so that r’g = n, so e’n = n, so n <a LA(n) 5g r’Sg RA(n). Hence LA(n) sX RA(n). 
By symmetry we are done. q 
Corollary 3.13. Let Z be an ideal of M. 
(a) Then Z2 = Z iff MReg(Z)M= I. 
(b) Suppose M satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.12. Then MReg(Z)=Z= 
Reg(Z)M. 
Proof. (a) MReg(Z)M=Z iff no s$ maximal member of Z is null. But clearly this 
is so iff Z2=Z. 
(b) Obvious. 0 
We can now prove Proposition 3. IO(b). Let 4 = M$M= q2 for j = 1,2. By 
Corollary 3.13(b) Z,Z2 =MReg(Zi)Reg(Z,)Mc MReg(Z,Z2)M since Reg(M)IM so 
Reg(ZJReg(Z2) G Reg(ZlZ2). Hence Z1Z2 =MReg(ZlZ2)M so by Corollary 3.13(a), 
(Z,Z2)2 =Z,Z,. But (Ideals(M), .) is $-trivial so Z1Z2 =ZiZ2ZiZ2~Z2Z1ZIZ2 = Zi. This 
proves Proposition 3.10. tl 
Note. For M commutative (Ideals(M), .) satisfies Z,Z2=Z, flZ2 iff M is regular. 
But Z,Z,=Z,Z, is always true. 
The following property seems to be very significant, but we have not been able 
to utilize it as much as we thought we could. However, see [9]. 
Proposition 3.14. Assume A, X, B E const-pi,(M) and BS?BX= AX. 
A 
B -AX=BX @ 
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Let ISAAC,,. Then AIlB and if AI=A, then AaB. Hence A,X,BEM, AX= 
BXR B implies B c A. 
Proof. There exists SE const-pi,(M) such that BXS= B which implies B(X+” = B. 
Hence A(XS)W = AXS(XS)“- ’ = BXS(XS)“-’ = B(XFQw = B. Let E = (XS)w, so 
{l}UEcZand A-IsA-({l}UE)=AUAE=AUBaB. 
3.15. Examples of ii?. (a) Let h4 be inverse (IC and regular). Then I= E the idem- 
potents. Further, for all seM, ecE, se=&-‘s)e=(ses-‘).s with ses-’ EE. Hence 
for every SE M, SE = Es. Thus Es, E - Es2E = Esls2E so s + EsE is an isomorphism 
of M and A?. (For one-to-one use Proposition 3.8(a).) 
(b) Let M=MO({l},A,B, C)+ 1 with C regular. Write C as the sum of irre- 
ducible blocks, e.g. 







0 1 0 il 1100 0 0 0 1 1 0 0011 1 0 0 1 
Here B,,Bz,B3,... are the equivalence classes under TCA (transitive closure of 
attached) where b1Ab2 iff there exists a such that C(bl, a) # 0 # C(b2, a) and TCA 
is the transitive closure of A. Similarly for A1,A2, A3, . . . . Notice a + b such that 
C(b, a) #0 induces a one-to-one onto map of A,, . . . , A, onto B1,. . . , B,. 
WewriteAixBjforAjx{1}XB,.ThenZ=1+AlxBl+~~~+A,xB,+0,111=I, 
101= {0}, and Z(a;, 1, bj)Z=Ai X Bj + 0. Further, I(a;, 1, bj)l* I(ak, 1, b,)Z= 0 if bj E 
B,, akeAk and j#k, and I(aj,l,b,)Z otherwise. Hence ~~~Y~({l),(l,...,n}, 
(1, . . . . n},I)+ 1 so rii is inverse. Note IC in M, as Fact 3.9 and Proposition 3.10(a) 
apply. 
If Jct’({ l}, A, B, C) = J is a O-minimal aperiodic $-class of M, then [18] or [22] 
proves JnMtt=JnM,,,=I with I’=AlxB1+...+A,,xB, but where the TCA 
classes are minimally unioned so that Br, . . . , Bk, Al, . . . , iI,+ are; (1) union of TCA 
classes; (2) every m EM acting as partial maps on J by right or left multiplication 
maps blocks into blocks and is partial one-to-one on moving these blocks. 
If M= &?(G; A, B, C) + 1 with C regular, then choosing a Graham normalization 
change of Rees’ coordinates (see [7, IS]) then there exists a normal subgroup N4 G so 
&‘(G/N,A,B,C) is zeros and ones) and Z=l+A,xNxB,+-..+A,xNxB,+O 
andZ(ai,gl,b,)l=AjXg,NXBj+O, etc., andA=&‘(G/N,{l,..., n}(l)..., n},Z,,)+l, 
ii? inverse, etc. As before, if J=&‘(G, A, B, C) is a O-minimal $-class of M, then 
by choosing a Type-II normalization (super Graham normalization, see [18]), giving 
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N~G,thenJnM,,=AlxNxB,+...+A,xNxB,with~jetc.definedasbefore. 
(c) We want to show Ji?f need not have IC and, in fact, the maximal IC image of 
&Ff can have a member fi EM, fi SZ I going to an idempotent. Consider the following 
$-trivial monoid: J= (f, j; f 2 =f, j2 = j3, j”f = 0, fjf = 0). J has ten elements, namely 
j mf”ll e=j2 
j.f fi ) +", 
jfi El 




(01 q = idempotent 
Note -1Cfor J(fe#ef=O). Noteeje=esojfeEII’, but J1ls~IG(J)={l,e,f,fe,O}. 
Note LA( jfe) = 1 but 
jfe <$ f cg 1 = LA( jfe) 
and f 2 = f is regular. Now we show iii does not have IC. 
I= { l,f, e, fe, jfe, 0) (why?) IeZ= {e,fe, jfe, 0} = (IeI>2. IfI= {f, fe, 0) = (ZfZ)2. But 
ZeZ-IfI={O}, ZfZ~IeI={fe,O)#{O}, so -1C. 
Next consider the g-trivial monoid M(e,Jf;x; e2 = e, f 2 = f, x2 = 0 (elementary), 
efxfe f O), meaning given w E {e,f, x} * assume w # 0 is reduced under the elementary 
reductions: Then o must divide efxfe, i.e. there exists cq,a2~ {e,f,x)* such that 











I = (1, e,J eife, 0) = IG(M) 
ZeZ = {e, ef, fe, 0) = (IeI)2 
IfI = {J; eJfe, 01 = (IfI) 
(ZeZ)(IfI) = {ef,O) = IefZ 
(IfZ)(IeI) = (fe, 0} = IfeI 
(IefZ)(IxZ)(IfeI) = { 0, efxfe} 
(ZefI)(ZxZ)(IefI) = { 0) 
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Now under Z@-++!i?,’ the maximal IC image, (0, efxfe} -+ idempotent but 
{ 0, efxfe) 5 I. 
Note m-r$l” satisfies the inverse image of an idempotent is nilpotent, since 
&$,’ ++ Schutzenbeger-Preston representation whose image has IC. 
4. Applications of the reduction theorem (Corollary 3.5) 
We begin with the statement of Ash’s Theorem. IC means idempotents commute. 
Theorem 4.1 (Ash). Zf IC holds for M, then M,,, =M,,_tor =M,, . 0 
The best proof is in [5,6]. One main result of this paper is the following: 
Theorem 4.2. Zf A? has IC, then M,,, =A4,r.tor =M,, . IV,,, = II~,,_~~~ = M,, holds under 
the following (increasingly stronger) conditions: 
(a) (Ideals((M), .) has IC. 
(b) Let T=(M),,,. Then Reg(T)I T and for every t E T, RA(t) = LA(t). 
(c) (M),,, is regular or commutative. 
Proof. Use Theorem 4.1, Corollary 3.5, Fact 3.9 and Proposition 3.10. 0 
We obtain as a corollary a main theorem of [6]. 
Corollary 4.3. (Birget, Margolis and Rhodes [6]). M,,, is regular iff M,, is regular 
and in this case M,, =M,,,. 0 
Corollary 4.4. The pseudo-variety generated by orthodox semigroups is E(M) SM 
(idempotents form a band, product of idempotents is idempotent). 
Proof. See [6]. 0 
Corollary 4.5. Let U be the pseudo-variety of union of groups. Then ME U *G iff 
M,,, E U (‘solid’). Hence U *G is decidable. 
Proof. See [6]. 0 
We next turn to the Pin topological conjecture [14] and to ‘rising’ conditions and 
related matters. 
Definition 4.6. For a,bEMwe write a+b iff a=m,e,m2, m,,m2EM, ef=e,EM 
and b = m, m2. We write a * 6, read a rises to b iff there exist aO, a,, a2, . . . , a, EM 
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such that a=ao+al+a2+ *a. -+ a, = b. Note e2 = e + 1 and =) is a multiplicative 
quasi-po. 
Fact 4.7. * is the smallest (intersection of the graphs) quasi-p0 order such that 
e => 1. 
Proof. Easy. Since a -+ b implies xay + xby. q 
We can now state the following: 
Definition 4.8. (a) The rising conjecture is that m E (M),, implies m rises to one, 
i.e. m * 1. (The contra-positive is often more useful: m f, 1 implies m is not 
Type-II .) 
(b) (Pin) The topological conjecture is that if L c A’ is a regular language with 
syntactic pair (M,X), then when x EX and x * y in A4 implies y EX holds, then L 
is closed in the Hall topology (pro finitegroup topology on A*). 
We show the following: 
Proposition 4.9. (a) The topological conjecture implies the rising conjecture. 
(b) The rising conjecture implies M1,,=M1,. 
Proof. (a) (Pin). Let m EM. Let fi = (m’: m * m’}. Note 6 = A. We can assume 
1 $ fi and must show m $ M,,. Consider @ : M* -+M the natural surmorphism and 
consider (M*,@‘(r?z)). We must show @-‘(Rz) is closed in the profinite-group 
topology. But the syntactic pair of (A4*, @-‘(fi)) = syntactic pair of (M, m) clearly 
satisfies the hypothesis of the topological conjecture. (If syn pair(M, m) = (ZV, X). 
Let xeX, n,,el,n2EN, x=nleln2-+nln2 with eF=e. Choose mlrfl,m2 in M so 
that m l+nl,f?=h+el, m2 -fn2. Then mlelm2Efi because m,elm2+nleln2~X, 
so mlm2 E HZ so n, n2 EX.) Hence G-‘(m) is a closed regular set not containing one, 
hence m $ M,, . 
(b) If ZX,Z+ZX2Z in A?Z then ZXlZcZX2Zsince ZX,Z=(ZY,Z)(ZElZ)(ZY2E) with 
(IElI)2=IE1Z, then ZElZcI=Z2 so ZXlI=IYlZIElIZY2ZcZY,IIIY21=IYlIZY21= 
ZX,Z. Now use the first part of Corollary 3.5! 
Remark 4.10. (a) Pin in [14] and [15] claims the topological conjecture implies 
M,, = M,,, . 
(b) We conjecture (see 0.1) M,,, = M1l.tor and that the formula of Pin’s for topo- 
logical closure of regular sets is valid in the pro-torsion-group topology, not in the 
pro-finite group topology. 
(c) Using that ZX,Z * ZX2Z in &!Z implies ZX,ZC ZX2Z, it follows in h? that 
r~i, r?i2 ~lii and r?r, * r?i2 * r?i, implies rir, = rR2. Hence the map A?--++ I’%, 
-_ -_ 
ZrnlZ... Im,Z-, Hi1 ‘.. mk is a well defined morphism. See Corollary 3.7 and Ex- 
amples 3.15. 
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5. Miscellaneous: cyclic group, isolated null class trick, etc. 
The Type-II conjecture is a ‘null-element problem’. A ‘proof’ by induction could 
be tried as follows. Let M be a minimal counter-example to Mn =Mu. Let Z= Jo 
be a O-minimal ideal of M. Then either (1) J is regular, (2) J=N is null and 
Nfl (M-N) =0, i.e. N is isolated, or (3) .Z=N is null and Nc (M-N). Further, 
for N/Z the theorem is true so there exists a finite group G, @sM/Zx G with 
@-l(l) = (M/Z),,,. In Case (1) construct the relation of [18[ or of [22] (see Example 
3.15(b)) for Jo giving RIMxH, R-‘(l)nZ=MnnJ. So by using @xR we can 
be finished in Case (1). In Case (2) we can use the simple ‘cyclic-group isolated-null- 
class trick’ discovered by the second author around 1970 [unpublished]. 
Proposition 5.1 (Rhodes, 1970) (Cyclic-group isolated-null-class trick). Let N be a 
null$-class of Mand suppose N is isolated, i.e. (M-N) fl N= 0. Then Nn MI, = 0. 
Proof. Let G = (x) be the finite cyclic group of order 1 <n < +03. Consider the sub- 
monoid R of M x G generated by {(n, x) = (n, A): n EN} U {(t, 1) = (t, i): t E M- N}. 
ThenR-‘(1)(7N=0since(n,g)ERfornENiffn=m,...m,and~,...~k=g.But 
n = ml ... mk and N isolated and null implies exactly one of m, ... mk lie in N (since 
if two members lie in N the product cannot lie in N since N is null, and if all 
members lie outside of N then n E (M-N) fl N= 0 a contradiction). See Case III 
in Section 1. Hence g =x and all is proved. 0 
So Case (2) is OK. 
NowinCase(3)letRIM/ZxGwithR-‘(l)=(M/Z)~~,.LetR#=((M-Z)xG)n 
R. Let R be the submonoid of MxG generated by R#. Now if R-‘(l)j?MII what 
do we do? 
From Proposition 5.1 we can deduce the following: 
Corollary 5.2. M=M,, iff M=MI,,. 
Proof. If M,,,=M then M=M,,~~M,, so M,,=M. 
If MI1 =M let J be a s$ maximal g-class of M such that Jc MI,, is false. J 
cannot be regular since J=J r\M,, = JnM,,,. Otherwise J= N is null. Now if 
Nfl M,,,#O, then NC (M)IIS since RA(n) and LA(m) > n so RA(n), LA(n) c Mn 
and for every n E .Z LA(n)nRA(n) > N. Hence NfIM,,,= 0. Now N is isolated 
(Nn (M-N) = 0) because otherwise there exists n EN, n = m, - 0-e * mj and mj >g n. 
But then mi E (M),,, and this implies n E (M),,,, a contradiction. But now by Propo- 
sition 5.1, Nn (M),, = 0, a contradiction since (M),, =M. This proves Corollary 
5.2. 0 
Remark 5.3. Around 1970, Rhodes [unpublished] used Proposition 5.1 together 
with iterative Rees matrix constructions to construct the following examples: for 
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every n there exist monoids M,, with (M,)c = n (c denotes group complexity) and 
surmorphisms I$, : A4, + G, (G, can be taken to be an elementary abelian 2-group) 
such that K, = @G’(l) is such that (K,)c= 1. Hence (M,)c= n but ((MnhI)c= 1. 
Further if D,, denoted the consolidation of the derived category D, of @, then 
n - 1 I&C< n but max { (&,, P): c2 = P E D} 5 1. Thus D has local complexity one, 
but global complexity 2 n - 1. 
Finally, given monoid M and integer k 2 2, a group liftable k-tuple (m,, . . . , rnk) 
of M is a k-tuple (ml, . . . , mk) such that for all finite groups G for every RIM x G 
there exists (m,, gr), . . . , (mk,gk)ER such that g, ,..., g,=l. 
Proposition 5.4. The group liftable k-tuples of M are given by U(((M,M)“(k))I1) 
where (M, M)“‘k’ is defined in [4] and members of (M,M)“(k) are subsets of 
k-tuples of M, and U is union. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
In a later paper, liftable k-types will be used to attack the Type-II conjecture. 
Note a liftable I-tuple is just a member of MI,. 
Open Problem 5.5. What are the liftable k-typles for inverse monoids? (say in the 
finite case). Are they computable? 
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